A HIGHER GRADE
OF AUTOMATION
AND CONTROL

COMPASS 2.0

Get best-in-class for your K-12 facilities. Alerton understands the
link between the physical environment and student achievement.
When you need to better monitor, control, and manage different
systems within your facilities, let Compass lead the way. The
latest version of Alerton’s building automation system is efficient,
effective, and essential for your school and students to thrive.

A NEW GENERATION
FOR EDUCATION

Alerton Compass 2 provides an intuitive, scalable user experience. It
delivers customizable navigation, visual system cues, quick access to
data, user security, and graphical representation of system data for a
single building or even multi-building campuses.
All to help you quickly identify and
resolve internal environmental issues,
while improving efficiencies and reducing
budgets through flexible scheduling and
occupancy management.

EASY AND EFFICIENT

• Reduces time spent locating the desired
information and accessing common
building automation system functions
• Interact with system data and quickly
modify setpoints and command settings

INTERACTIVE AND INTUITIVE

• Use visualization of data to quickly
discern the current operating status of
systems, as well as environmental factors
for comfort and safety
• View system alarms to easily monitor
and manage all alerts through a single,
full-featured interface

SMART AND SCALABLE

• Apply to systems with over 3000
controllers by simply increasing the
license size
• Configure up to 256 users

WHAT TO KNOW
ABOUT COMPASS 2

Compass 2 sets a new standard for
performance and productivity gains when
managing large and complex facilities.
This major update to Compass also makes
it the ideal choice for upgrading from
previous generations of Alerton BMS
supervisors such as Envision, ABS and

Compass 1.x for continued cybersecurity
support.
• Makes BACnet™ data available faster in
the Web-UI
• Significantly improves data display
performance
• Provides scalability, control, and
operational efficiency

COMPASS 2 IN DETAIL

Schedule with ease
For building operations that need to
manage complex BAS schedules, the
Alerton EASE application provides a
smart, nimble scheduling interface.
Now included in Compass 2, enjoy a
user-friendly workflow within an intuitive
graphical representation of schedules,
calendars, and events. Reduce the time
spent scheduling events, minimize user
errors, and lower the bar for the training
required to schedule facility operations.
Alarm & Trendlog builder
Say goodbye to tediously managing alarm
configurations one by one. The Alarm and
Trendlog Builder is a fast, accurate way to
easily create and edit multiple alarms and
trendlogs, simultaneously.
Service maintenance & agreement
New/upgrade licenses include a twoyear Service Maintenance Agreement
(SMA). One-year add-on SMAs are also
available, and can be pre-purchased, or
purchased as you go. And licenses can
also be stacked (i.e., purchase - multiple
SMAs ahead of time to ensure coverage
for multiple years).
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COMPASS 2 HIGHLIGHTS
• Alarm and Trendlog Manager
• EASE Scheduling
• Omnigraphics
• Navigation Tree
• Summary Pages

FIND YOUR COMPASS

See how far your building can go, with
Alerton. Get in touch with an Alerton
expert today!

